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            Abstract
We describe a de novo computational approach for designing proteins that recapitulate the binding sites of natural cytokines, but are otherwise unrelated in topology or amino acid sequence. We use this strategy to design mimics of the central immune cytokine interleukin-2 (IL-2) that bind to the IL-2 receptor βγc heterodimer (IL-2Rβγc) but have no binding site for IL-2Rα (also called CD25) or IL-15Rα (also known as CD215). The designs are hyper-stable, bind human and mouse IL-2Rβγc with higher affinity than the natural cytokines, and elicit downstream cell signalling independently of IL-2Rα and IL-15Rα. Crystal structures of the optimized design neoleukin-2/15 (Neo-2/15), both alone and in complex with IL-2Rβγc, are very similar to the designed model. Neo-2/15 has superior therapeutic activity to IL-2 in mouse models of melanoma and colon cancer, with reduced toxicity and undetectable immunogenicity. Our strategy for building hyper-stable de novo mimetics could be applied generally to signalling proteins, enabling the creation of superior therapeutic candidates.
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                    Fig. 1: Computational design of de novo cytokine mimics.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Characterization of Neo-2/15.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Structure of Neo-2/15 and its ternary complex with mouse IL-2Rβγc.[image: ]


Fig. 4: In vivo characterization of Neo-2/15.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Structures for Neo-2/15 monomer and its ternary complex with mouse IL-2Rβγc have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession numbers 6DG6 and 6DG5, respectively. Diffraction images have been deposited in the SBGrid Data Bank with accession numbers 587 and 588, respectively, and validation reports are included in the Supplementary Information. Other data and materials are available upon request from the corresponding authors.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Therapeutic effect of Neo-2/15 on colon cancer.
a, BALB/C mice were inoculated with CT26 tumours. Starting on day 9 and ending on day 14, mice were treated daily with intraperitoneal injection of mouse IL-2 or Neo-2/15 at the specified concentrations (n = 4 per group), or were left untreated (n = 6 per group). Top, tumour growth curves show data only for surviving mice and stop if the number of mice in a group fell below 50% of the initial number. Bottom, survival curves. Mice were euthanized when weight loss exceeded 10% of initial weight or when tumour size reached 1,300 mm3. The experiments were performed twice with similar results. b–d, Bar plots comparing the T cell populations in BALB/C mice (n = 3 per group) that were inoculated with CT26 tumours and treated, starting from day 6, by daily intraperitoneal injection of 10 μg Neo-2/15, 10 μg mouse IL-2 or no treatment (no tx). On day 14 the percentage of Treg cells (CD4+CD45+FoxP3+, top) and CD8:Treg cell ratio (CD45+CD3+CD8+ cells:Treg cells; bottom) were assessed in tumours (b), neighbouring inguinal lymph node (LN) (c), and spleen (d). Data are mean ± s.d., except in growth curves, where data are mean ± s.e.m. Results were analysed by one-way ANOVA (95% confidence interval), except for survival curves that were assessed using the Mantel–Cox test (95% confidence interval). Experiments were performed twice with similar results.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Therapeutic effect of Neo-2/15 on melanoma.
Survival curves (top) and tumour growth curves (bottom) for C57BL/6 mice that were inoculated with B16 tumours (as in Fig. 4a) and treated with low (1 μg per mouse per day) or high (10 μg per mouse per day) doses of Neo-2/15. a, Starting on day 1, mice (n = 5 per group) were treated daily with intraperitoneal injection of single agent Neo-2/15 at 1 μg per mouse or equimolar mouse IL-2 (left), or the same treatments in combination with a twice-weekly treatment with TA99 (started on day 5) (right). Mice were euthanized when tumour size reached 2,000 mm3. Tumour growth curves show data only for surviving mice and stop if the number of mice in a group fell below 50% of the initial number. The experiments were performed twice with similar results. b, Similar to a, but starting on day 4. Mice (n = 5 per group) were treated daily with intraperitoneal injection of single agent Neo-2/15 at 10 μg per mouse or equimolar mouse IL-2 (left), or the same treatments in combination with a twice-weekly treatment with TA99 (started on day 4) (right). Mice were euthanized when tumour size reached 1,000 mm3. The therapeutic effect of Neo-2/15 is dose-dependent (higher doses have a stronger effect) and is potentiated in the presence of the antibody TA99. Tumour growth curves show data only for surviving mice and stop if the number of mice in a group fell below 50% of the initial number. The experiments were performed twice with similar results. c, C57BL/6 mice were immunized with 500 μg KO Neo-2/15 in complete Freund’s adjuvant and boosted on days 7 and 15 with 500 μg KO Neo-2/15 in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant. Reactivity against KO Neo-2/15 and native Neo-2/15, as well as cross-reactivity with mouse IL-2 were determined by incubation of serum (diluted 1:1,000 in PBS) with plate-bound KO Neo-2/15, Neo-2/15 or mouse IL-2 as indicated. Serum binding was detected using an anti-mouse secondary antibody conjugated to HRP followed by incubation with TMB. Data are reported as optical density at 450 nm. Top, naive mouse serum; bottom, immunized mouse serum. The experiments were performed once. In all the growth curves, data are mean ± s.e.m. Results were analysed by one-way ANOVA (95% confidence interval), except for survival curves that were assessed using the Mantel–Cox test (95% confidence interval).


Extended Data Fig. 3 Single disulfide-stapled variants of Neo-2/15 with higher thermal stability.
a, b, Structural models of disulfide-stabilized variants of Neo-2/15 (grey) are shown superposed on the ternary crystal structure of Neo-2/15 (red) with mutated residues highlighted in magenta and the disulfide bond shown in gold. Two strategies were used to generate the disulfide stapled variants. a, Top, internal placement of the disulfide linking residues 38 and 75. Bottom, experimental CD spectra of the design at 25 °C, 95 °C and then cooled back to 25 °C, showing complete recovery of ellipticity spectrum (full reversibility) upon cooling. b, Top, for the terminal disulfide variant, three residues were added to each terminus in order to allow the disulfide to be formed without distorting the Neo-2/15 structure. Bottom, experimental CD spectra of the design at 25 °C, 95 °C and then cooled back to 25 °C, showing complete recovery of ellipticity spectrum (full reversibility) upon cooling. c, Thermal melting of each disulfide variant in a and b between 25 °C and 95 °C (heating rate ≈ 2 °C min−1) was monitored using circular dichroism at 222 nm. Each of the disulfide-stapled variants shows improved stability relative to native Neo-2/15. d, Binding strength of each disulfide variant was measured by biolayer interferometry, showing that the introduction of disulfide bonds does not disrupt binding. Furthermore, both disulfide variants exhibit improved binding of IL-2Rβγc (Kd ≈ 1.3 ± 0.49 nM and 1.8 ± 0.26 nM for the internal and external disulfide staples, respectively), compared to Neo-2/15 (Kd ≈ 6.9 ± 0.61 nM) under the same experimental conditions. These results are consistent with the expected effect of disulfide-induced stabilization on a de novo protein binding site71. Thermal denaturation experiments were performed 3 times with similar results; binding experiments were performed once.


Extended Data Fig. 4 The stimulatory effect of Neo-2/15 on human CAR-T cells.
a, b, Human primary CD4 (top) or CD8 (bottom) T cells stimulated with CD3/CD28 antibodies (a) or unstimulated (b) were cultured in indicated concentrations of human IL-2 or Neo-2/15. T cell proliferation was measured as fold change over T cells cultured without IL-2 supplement. Experiments were performed 3 times with similar results. Data are mean ± s.d. c, NSG mice inoculated with 0.5 × 106 RAJI tumour cells were treated with 0.8 × 106 anti-CD19 CAR-T cells 7 days post-tumour inoculation. Tumour growth was analysed by bioluminescence imaging. The experiment was performed once.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Immunogenicity of Neo-2/15 in healthy naive mice.
a, Naive C57BL/6 mice were treated daily with Neo-2/15 (n = 10), KO Neo-2/15 (n = 5), mouse IL-2 (n = 5) or left untreated (n = 5). Blood was collected after 28 days and the serum was diluted 1:100 and analysed for IgG against Neo-2/15, mouse IL-2, human IL-2, KO Neo-2/15 and ovalbumin using ELISA. FBS (10%) was used as a negative control. Polyclonal antibody against Neo-2/15 was used as a positive control. All statistical comparisons between sera from treated mice and negative control serum were not significant (two-way ANOVA with a 95% confidence interval). All statistical comparisons between Neo-2/15 and mouse IL-2 treated mice serum were not significant (two-way ANOVA with a 95% confidence interval). The experiments were performed once. b, After 14 days, immune cell populations in the blood of treated mice were quantified by flow cytometry. B cell:T cell ratio (top right) was calculated by dividing the percentage of B220+ cells by the percentage of CD3+ cells. CD8+ cell:CD4+ cell ratio (top left) was calculated by dividing the percentage of CD3+CD8+ cells by the percentage of CD3+CD4+ cells. NK cells (bottom left) were identified by their expression of NK1.1. Results were analysed by one-way ANOVA (95% confidence interval). The experiments were performed once. In all cases, data are mean ± s.d.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Kinetics of STAT5 phosphorylation with Neo-2/15 treatment.
Naive C57BL/6 mice were treated once with 13 µg mouse IL-2 (n = 5) or 10 µg Neo-2/15 (n = 5), or were left untreated (n = 5). Phosphorylation of STAT5 was measured in peripheral blood at the indicated time points by flow cytometry using an anti-pSTAT5 antibody. Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) is shown at each time point for TCRβ+CD8+ cells (top) and TCRβ−B220+ cells (bottom). Data are mean ± s.d. Results were analysed by one-way ANOVA (75% confidence interval). The experiments were performed once.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Conformational flexibility of Neo-2/15 in molecular dynamics simulations.
a, Molecular dynamics simulations started from the computational model of Neo-2/15 (top) converged into structures similar to the crystal conformation. Apo Neo-2/15 is shown in red thick tubes (chain A from PDB ID: 6GD6) and 45 (randomly selected) molecular dynamics conformations from 5 independent simulations are shown in thin grey tubes. Bottom, the plot shows the r.m.s.d. along 5 independent simulations (average r.m.s.d. = 1.93 Å). b, Similar to a, but for (control) molecular dynamics simulations started from the crystallographic structure of human IL-2. Top, crystal conformation of human IL-2 (chain A from PDB ID: 2B5I) is shown in blue thick tubes and 45 (randomly selected) conformations from 5 independent molecular dynamics simulations are shown in thin grey tubes (average r.m.s.d. = 2.02 Å). c, Top, similar to a and b, but showing molecular dynamics structures for simulations started from the computational model of Neo-2/15 bound to human IL-2Rβγc. The plot shows the r.m.s.d. along 5 independent molecular dynamics simulations (average r.m.s.d. to apo Neo-2/15 (model) = 1.28 Å). The lower structure shows the nearest conformation (to the apo Neo-2/15 computational model) that was sampled on each of the 5 independent simulations (structures from the first 50 ns of molecular dynamics simulations were not considered). Bottom, a 2D scatter plot (and the underlying density plot, in which yellow, blue, green and purple represent decreasing densities) comparing the r.m.s.d. (after discarding the first 50 ns of each simulation) for apo Neo-2/15 (computational model) versus the r.m.s.d. for the holo crystal structure of Neo-2/15 (in complex with the mouse receptor). The conformations sampled by Neo-2/15 when in complex with human IL-2Rβγc are more similar to the apo Neo-2/15 structure (computational model) than to the Neo-2/15 conformation observed in complex with mouse IL-2Rβγc. d, As in c, but for molecular dynamics simulations started from the computational model of apo Neo-2/15 in complex with the crystallographic structure of mouse IL-2Rβγc. The model of apo Neo-2/15 was generated by aligning (using TMalign) the ternary computational model of Neo-2/15 with human IL-2Rβγc (from c) into our crystallographic structure of mouse IL-2Rβγc (PDB ID: 6GD5) (average r.m.s.d. to holo Neo-2/15 (mouse) = 1.43 Å). Bottom, 2D scatter plot (and the underlying density plot, in which yellow, blue, green and purple represent decreasing densities) comparing the r.m.s.d. (after discarding the first 50 ns of molecular dynamics simulation) for apo Neo-2/15 (computational model) versus the r.m.s.d. for the holo crystal structure of Neo-2/15 (in complex with the mouse receptor). Unlike in c, the conformations sampled by Neo-2/15 when in complex with mouse IL-2Rβγc are more similar to the Neo-2/15 conformation observed in the crystallographic structure of the ternary complex of Neo-2/15 with mouse IL-2Rβγc (Fig. 3). For clarity, all the r.m.s.d. plots were filtered (running average filter, 5 frames = 100 ps), and points in the 2D scatter plots were subsampled every 25 conformations (that is, every 500 ps); however, the density plot corresponds to all the analysed conformations (that is, the last 40 ns of 5 molecular dynamics simulations that were analysed, and conformations were recorded each 20 ps).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Overall sequence conservation in binding residues for each of the four common helices, combining information from the three different de novo-designed IL-2 mimics.
Sequence logos were generated using combined data from binding experiments (using the heterodimeric mouse IL-2Rβγc, see Methods) from 3 independent SSM mutagenesis libraries for G2_neo2_40_1F_seq27, G2_neo2_40_1F_seq29 and G2_neo2_40_1F_seq36 (Supplementary Figs. 8–10). All of these proteins are functional high-affinity mimetics of mouse and human IL-2 (see Supplementary Figs. 6–11), some having topologies that differ from that of Neo-2/15, but all containing the four Helices H1, H3, H2′ and H4. The logos show the combined information for each helix independently. Below each logo, a line graph shows the probability score (higher means more conserved) for each amino acid in the Neo-2/15 sequence. The red line highlights positions where the Neo-2/15 amino acid has a probability score ≥30% (that is, these amino acids contribute more generally to receptor binding as they are globally enriched in the binding populations across all of the de novo IL-2 mimics tested). The topology of each helix in Neo-2/15 is shown left of each logo. The sequences of the Neo-2/15 helices and those of the corresponding helices (structurally aligned) in human IL-2 and IL-15 are shown below the graphs, highlighting the distinctiveness of the Neo-2/15 helices and binding interfaces.


Extended Data Table 1 Characterization of several de novo designed mimics of IL-2/IL-15Full size table


Extended Data Table 2 Crystallographic data table for monomeric Neo-2/15 and the quaternary complex of Neo-2/15 with mouse IL-2RβγcFull size table
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